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Buddhism Without Robes



Kalama Sutra: Basic Message: Test 
Everything Against Your Own Experience

 Taught by the Buddha to the Kalama's

 Located in Northern India



Not Tradition nor Rumor

 Come, Kalamas. Do not go upon what has been 
acquired by repeated hearing; nor upon tradition; 

 nor upon rumor;



Not Scripture nor Axiom nor False Reasoning

 nor upon what is in a scripture; 

 nor upon surmise; nor upon an axiom; 
 An axiom or postulate is a premise or starting point of reasoning. 

As classically conceived, an axiom is a premise so evident as to be 
accepted as true without controversy.

 nor upon specious reasoning; nor upon a bias 
towards a notion that has been pondered over; 



Nor Ability nor Role

 nor upon another's seeming ability; 

nor upon the consideration "The monk is our teacher."



The Message

 Learn from and respect everything, from scriptures, traditions, 
rumors and the various forms of reasoning.  Learn from those 
who have abilities and are teachers.

 But 
 Test every thing against your own experience
 This is required by the structure of consciousness; the Light, 

True Consciousness itself is experienced from within 
through insight, not by unreflective following of external 
authority.

 Do not give up your freedom for the promise of safety.



What About the Robes?

 What did the Buddha Wear?
 We don’t know for sure – he said not to make images and 

for the first four or five hundred years nobody made any 
images.  He did follow the custom of replacing his princely 
clothes with that of a beggar.

What did the Beggars Wear?

 Their clothes were made from discarded scraps of cloth, or 
what is called in Sanskrit pāmsūda or pāmsūla. There are 
various lists identifying what constitutes pāmsūda. 



What the Buddha’s Robes were Made From

For example, cloth that has been 1) burned by fire, 2) munched by 
oxen,  3) gnawed by mice, or 

4) worn by the dead. The Japanese equivalent of pāmsūda is funzoe, a 

polite translation of which is “excrement sweeping cloth” and 
indicates another potential source.



Buddhist Robes Now



Following the Buddha’s Instructions

 What do beggars wear today?



Where to Get Your Modern Monks Clothes

 Some clothing places for American monks 
who want to follow the Buddha’s original 
instruction:



What Happened?

 The beggars clothes caused a problem for a Buddhist king 
named Bimbasara, who wanted to pay homage to Buddhist 
monks but was having trouble picking them out of the 
crowd. One day, he complained and asked the Buddha to 

make a distinctive robe for his monks.

 Essentially the monks were superior to the beggars and they 
need to be recognized.  It was down hill from then on.  The 
robes began distinguishing the monks from normal people 
and each other as rank became manifested by robes.



So What’s the Problem?

 The founder of Rinzai Zen, Master Lin-chi I-hsuan, who lived in the 9th 
century CE, lays it out,



 “I put on various different robes…The student concentrates on the robe. 
Don't get so taken up with the robe! There is a no birth robe, a bodhi
robe, a nirvana robe, a patriarch robe, a Buddha robe. If you take the 
robe that a person is wearing to be the person's true identity, then 
though endless kalpas may pass, you will become proficient in robes 
only and will remain forever circling round in the threefold world, 
transmigrating in the realm of birth and death."



The Problem with Hagiography

 Definition: 
 A very admiring book about someone or a description of 

someone that represents the person as perfect or 
much better than they really are, or 

 The activity of writing about someone in this way; 
writings about the lives of holy people such as saints



An Example: The Life of Hui-neng

 The Sixth Zen Patriarch - Dictated the Platform Sutra

 Started the Short Path, Southern School of Zen

 Went in to hiding for long periods because rival monks were 
trying to kill him

 After death he was shellacked and Hui-neng’s body is 
available in the Nanhua monastery located in Caoxi for 
selfies.



Hui-neng’s Exile with the Hunters

 “I had to take refuge in Szu Hui, where I stayed with a party of hunters for a 
period as long as fifteen years. Occasionally I preached to them in a way that 
befitted their understanding.
They used to put me to watch their nets, but whenever I found living 
creatures therein I set them free. At meal times I put vegetables in the pan in 
which they cooked their meat. Some of them questioned me, and I explained 
to them that I would eat the vegetables only, after they had been cooked with 
the meat.  One day I bethought myself that I ought not to pass a secluded life; 
I left there and went to the Fa Hsin Temple in Canton.”



Does this Make Sense?

 Facts:
 The text was written long after Hui-neng’s death

 Buddhist values include being a vegetarian and being 
kind to animals

 What makes sense?
A group of hunters would let a monk hiding out with 

them to compromise their ability to feed their families by 
letting the monk free animals they had trapped.

A devotee over a hundred years after Hui-neng died 
writes an account to explain how a Zen Patriarch could live 
with hunters without violating the devotee’s Buddhist 
sensitivities.



The Problem

 With the robes we have a visual temptation to 
ignore the Kamala sutra.

 With the hagiography we have a literary 
temptation to ignore the Kamala sutra.

 We are tempted to accept the account even if it violates 
our common sense and experience.

 The ‘saint’ is made less accessible by ‘inspirational’ 
enhancement.



“Enlightenment” What does it Mean

 What is ‘Enlightenment’?  One Definition

 (Hinduism and Buddhism) the beatitude that transcends the cycle 

of reincarnation; characterized by the extinction of desire and 
suffering and individual consciousness

 We extinguish all desire, suffering and individual consciousness every night in 
deep sleep.  Do we all become enlightened each night?

 The same is true when we die.  Are all dead people enlightened?

 Various people are referred to as enlightened  but all of them express 
individual consciousness when they relate to us.  Does ‘enlightenment’ 
disappear when an enlighten person begins to interact in the word of Form? 
The term refers to supposed states of mind that are either undefined or 
contradictory.



Enlightenment: The Common Use

 The most common use:
 Used to say that one person is superior to another 

person.  “My teacher is more enlightened than your 
teacher”.  Or I study with an enlightened teacher.

 Used to describe something to attain.  “I meditated for 
the last thirty years so I can become enlightened”



The Problem Compounds

Claiming enlightenment is often simply an attempt to 
control devotees. It is a claim that is difficult to assess 
since the definition is not consistent and how do you verify 
someone else’s state of mind.

Any concern with attainment ignores the Heart Sutra that 
says; “…there is no attainment, indeed there is nothing to 
be attained”



One Approach

 “Perpetual enlightenment

 “The Light, True Consciousness Itself, manifests in each of us all the 
time.  Our experience of it is blocked by ego mind

 As we manage our ego mind , through insight – we perceive the Light –
and the more we do this the more Light is experienced and the more 
enlightened we become.

 Essentially all sentient beings are enlightened, it is not something we 
attain.  It is always there all the time.

 Everyone is enlightened, completely enlightened, we more or less 
experience the Light and everyone is in the process of enlightenment.

 Avoid the term ‘enlightenment’, if you are concerned with another 
persons level of insight witness the way another person is experienced  





A Rule of Thumb

 If you must judge your self or others, consider Matthew 7:15-
20

 Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing, 
but inwardly they are ravenous wolves. 16 You will know them 
by their fruits. Do men gather grapes from thorn bushes or figs 
from thistles? 17 Even so, every good tree bears good fruit, but a 
bad tree bears bad fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, 
nor can a bad tree bear good fruit. 19 Every tree that does not 
bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the 
fire. 20 Therefore by their fruits you will know them.





In Summary

 Subtle temptations to forget the Buddha’s words to the 
Kalama people are common

 We can be confused visually, like with beautiful robes or with 
tales of holy people that don’t make sense.

 We can become confused linguistically with words that have 
vague meanings but convey immense authority on those who 
appropriate them.

 All of these temptations involve intentional ignorance.  
Constant vigilance is the price of freedom.



Attainment

 A Rinzai Moment
 Attainment in the Ring

 Winning and Getting the Decision

 Do you need to be well dressed to get a decision in an 
MMA fight?


